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This is a great addition to our team and really allows 

us to stay on top of our files.

Joanna Fish Dreier
Pavia Financial Services

Not sure why I didn’t do this 15 years ago. 

I love my new CRM.

Eric Peterson
Great Western Home Loans

This CRM has been an integral part of our growth. 

Thank you to Yuri and the entire BNT team!

Donald Anfuso
Homeland Lending

Must have product for loan officers! The system makes 

is very easy to manage my database, whether I need to 

follow up with potential clients or market to client’s that 

I’ve closed in the past.

Rasy
New Horizon Home Loans

Great marketing campaigns & social media feed.

Peter Ripich PA
CrossCountry Mortgage

I’ve only been using BNTouch for a few weeks, but I 

can tell it’s going to make my life and my business 

much more efficient! The automation capabilities in 

particular are extraordinarily powerful – unfortunately, 

this also means they’re fairly complicated. There’s 

definitely a steep learning curve – I’ve had to contact 

their support department probably a dozen times in 

the last two weeks. But that said, their support is 

very helpful, and I learn something each time I speak 

with somebody. Overall, it seems like a great product 

so far, and I’m excited to learn more about how to 

utilize their features!

Ali
Loan Simple

I’ve really enjoyed working the folks at BNTouch. Top 

down, they are a wonderful group to work with. Keely 

has always given me top notch service, Aaron is 

amazing in understanding our customized needs, Ella 

is a wonderful person, and I could go on. I just linked 

it up with Encompass and can hardly wait to see how 

it transforms yet another integral part of my 

operation. Thank you all!!!

Brian Bailey
GSF Mortgage Corporation


